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Abstract 
The problem of macroscopic manifestations of a small "microscopic" fluctuation i  the structure of an elastic body is 
studied. A simple nonlinear model eading to critical behaviour is described. 
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1. Introduction 
Critical behaviour in physics is understood to be the state of a system in which a small 
"microscopic" perturbation (fluctuation) of the system has a large-scale macroscopic effect. The 
brittle fracture of an ordinarily ductile metal seems to be an example of such behaviour. The failure 
is of a macroscopic dimension although this phenomenon has no macroscopic source. 
In this paper, a simple radial symmetric nonlinear model of elastic material, having some features 
of critical behaviour is shown. The model is based on I-1] where a class of singular solutions, 
forming a hole in the interior of an elastic body, is investigated. 
Here, the model is discussed from the physical point of view, and a relation to extended 
irreversible thermodynamics and scale-dependent continuum theories is outlined. 
2. Linear and nonlinear model 
Consider a homogeneous isotropic elastic body occupying region t2 in n-dimensional space (the 
reference configuration). The deformation of the body is understood to be the displacement of
a particle at X ~ t2 to x (X) E R n. 
The equilibrium configuration of the elastic body after the deformation with zero body force is 
given as a solution of the Euler-Lagrange equations 
) ox  • (Vx(X))  = 0, (1) 
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where W is the stored-energy function such that 
E = fo w(vx(X))dX. (2) 
is the total stored energy of the deformed body. 
We shall now study the problem of the effect a small "microscopic" fluctuation in the reference 
configuration of the body may have on the resultant deformation. The fluctuation may be a local 
change in the structure of grains in the material, for example. 
We describe this fluctuation as a local inhomogeneity in the reference configuration. An extreme 
case of such an inhomogeneity is the presence of a small hole in the body. For the sake of simplicity, 
this hole is assumed to be a spherical ball, radius a. The most significant effect of the hole is 
expected when the material is radially expanded with the hole located at the centre of this 
expansion. 
The fact that it is not a macroscopic nhomogeneity is reflected in the relation between the radius 
of the hole a and the radius of the spherical surface Ro acted upon by a prescribed radial stress P. 
From the point of view of a macroscopic observer a ---, 0. Here, however, we fix a to be nonzero and 
choose Ro ---, ~ .  
Describing the reference configuration as K2 = {X ~ R": IXl > a} the studied eformations have 
the form 
x(X) = x, (3) 
where R = I Xl and r(R) = I x(X)l. Denoting T(R) the radial component of the Cauchy stress we 
can express the boundary condition at infinity as 
lim T(Ro) = P (4) 
RO ''~ QO 
and the condition at the surface of the hole as 
T(a)=0.  (5) 
Since the material is isotropic, stored-energy function W (Vx) can be expressed (see e.g. [5-1) as 
a symmetric function ~b(vl, ..., Vn) of the eigenvalues vi of x/(Vx) r Vx. Eq. (3) yields 
r 
vl =r ' ,  v2 . . . . .  v ,=- - .  (6) 
R 
The radial component of the Cauchy stress is related to function ~b via the relation [1] 
T = Ova" (7) 
By applying various functions ~b (r', r/R, ..., r/R) we get various models of the material's 
behaviour. 
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2.1. Linear model 
If function ~b is quadratic, the Euler-Lagrange equations (1) are linear. The radial symmetry of 
the problem leads to the familiar equation for function r (R) 
d 
d---R (Rn-  1 r') - (n - 1 )R  n-  a r --- 0. (8) 
The integral of Eq. (8) is 
r = ~R + fiR -(~- 1), (9) 
where ~t and/~ are determined from the boundary conditions using Eq. (7). Finally, we arrive at 
r = R + P(c lR  + a~c2 R- (" - I ) ) ,  (10) 
where Cl, c2 are functions of the material constants. The radius of the hole after the deformation is 
then 
r(a) = a(1 + P(Cl + c2)). (11) 
This means that a fluctuation on length scale a cannot be amplified on macroscopic scales by 
expansion of the material. Namely, limit a ~ 0 (a macroscopic point of view) yields 
lim r(a) = 0 (12) 
a~O 
(no macroscopic manifestation). 
It should be emphasized that this is an obvious but very important feature of each linear theory. 
We show it here in detail to emphasize the large difference between this result and that what 
follows. 
2.2. Nonlinear model 
Let us consider the correction of the studied linear model 
~b = ~blin + h(~),  (13) 
where h(~) is a positive quadratic function of variable 
~ = r' (14) 
(a relative change of the volume of an infinitesimal element). A whole class of much more general 
models is studied in [1]. Here, we are trying to find a "minimal correction" of a linear model 
yielding nontrivial results. We take as an example (see [1]) 
~b=# r '2+(n- l )  ~ -n+k( f - l - k -1 )2  , (15) 
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where/~, k are constants. The Euler-Lagrange equations (1) yield the nonlinear modification of Eq. 
(8) 
~---~(R"-lr ' ) -  (n -  1)R"-3r = d6 ~ k~ ~ ~ ~ 
dR 
and stress T is determined from eq. (7): 
] T=2/~ r' +k  -1 -k  . 
(16) 
(17) 
Following [1] we choose a new independent variable w -- R/r, express r' as a function of T (w) using 
(17), and by substituting it into (16) we get the first-order differential equation 
d T + 2p(1 + k) w n-3 
dw(w2t._l) + k)X/2 = 2(n - 1)/~ (w2(._1) + k)l/2 . (18) 
The solution of the "initial-value problem (5) is then 
T + Z/t0 + k) Z/t0 + k) ~w zn-3_dz_ 
(w2(,- 1) + k)1/2 = (r/2{.- 1) + k)a/2 + 2(n - 1)/~ j ,  (r2( "- 1) + k)1/2, (19) 
where 
a 
q r(a)" (20) 
Standard results of ordinary differential equations imply [1] that the solution of (16) has a form 
such that 
/. 
lim r '=  lira -2 .  (21) 
Substituting this relation into (17) and (19) we obtain the equation for 2, 
2(1 + k,~z(n-l)) 1/2 1 + k f ;  ds - kl/~ + (n - 1) (1 + ks2{n-1) )  1/2 - F(rl), (22) 
where 
f~ ds 1 +k  1 +k  
F(r/) = (n - 1) -, (1 + ks 2(n- 1))1/2 - -  (q2(n- 1) .~_  k)l/2 + ~T-  ~> 0. (23) 
The left- and right-hand sides of (22) are increasing and decreasing functions of 2, respectively, and 
F(r/) = 0 only for r /= 0. Hence ~/has to go to zero if stress P tends to Pc,lt, 
Pcrit ----- 2/2(2crit(2~rit n + k2enri--t x) -- 1 -- k), (24) 
where 2,it is the solution of Eq. (22) with F(q) = 0. This may be expressed as 
lira r(a) - - =  ~.  (25)  
P"4 Petit a 
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This is a very important result: the radius of the hole increases without restriction. From the point 
of view of a macroscopic observer a macroscopic hole is created by a "microscopic" fluctuation. 
This resembles the brittle fracture of a body. 
3. Concluding remarks 
It has been shown that "small" correction (13) to a linear model of an elastic body leads to 
a qualitatively different behaviour having some features of the brittle fracture. 
Variable ~ plays the key role in this correction. What is its physical meaning? Understanding the 
particle at X to be an infinitesimal thermodynamic system, 6 cannot be a relative change of the 
volume of this system. We need more such systems "surrounding" X to determine di (Eq. (14) fixing 
6 represents a relative change of infinitesimally distant points - particles). In other words, ~ is the 
relative change of the volume of a larger thermodynamic system including several particles. 
Thus a very interesting physical interpretation f model (13) has appeared. The presence of a new 
variable 6 in stored-energy function tk can be interpreted as the use of a system whose elementary 
thermodynamic subsystems have an inner structure. 
This is similar to the scheme of extended irreversible thermodynamics I-3] where elementary 
thermodynamics sy tems are endowed with fluxes. As shown in [2], the presence of fluxes within an 
elementary thermodynamic system may be equivalently described by working with elementary 
systems possessing a substructure. Here 6 plays the role of the temperature and variables r', r/R the 
role of fluxes. 
Critical phenomena in physics are very closely connected with the scale behaviour of the matter 
(e.g. I-4]). In [2-1, elementary s stems having a substructure are described by the scale-dependent 
continuum theory. A natural question then arises: Does scale-dependent lasticity exist and lead to 
more realistic modelling of the behaviour of real materials? 
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